We discuss the nature of polaron excitations in two models of current interest in the study of quasi-one-dimensional materials: the coupled electron-phonon and molecularcrystal models. Using for definiteness parameters appropriate to trans-(CH)", we show that, although qualitatively very similar, the two polarons differ quantitatively in many respects. We then consider the very weakly bound polaron limit and show that here the two polarons become identical. We indicate that this limit, although not applicable to trans-(CH)", may be relevant to other interesting quasi-one-dimensional materials.
More recently it has been recognized that the same theoretical models that predict kink solitons in trans-(CH)"also predict nonlinear "polaron" solitons is -20 This result is important because polarons, although more familiar and conventional in their properties than kinks, are also more generic, in the sense that they do not require the (atypical} ground-state degeneracy for their existence. Thus. in the more typical case of polymers with a nondegenerate ground state -cis-(CH)"and polyparaphenylene are examples -polarons (but not kinks) are expected. Indeed, polarons in cis (CH)"havebeen explicitly studied ' ' ' ' in (CH) .
Given the rapidly developing interest in the polarons that emerge from the coupled electronphonon model of conjugated polymers, it is natural to consider how these excitations are related to the more standard models of polarons in quasi-onedimensional systems. To understand this relation is of more than academic interest, in view of the recent studies ' of the conventional polaron of the molecular-crystal model ' in the context of the dynamics of self-localized charge carriers in quasione-dimensional solids. ' In particular, the extensive calculations of polaron dynamics and possible implications for transport that are currently being made in the molecular-crystal model have not yet been carried out in the coupled electron-phonon model.
Thus in this paper we study the relation between the polarons described by the molecular-crystal and coupled electron-phonon models. To permit analytic calculations, we work in the continuum limit of these models, an approximation validated by the large spatial extension of the polarons. 's ' For definiteness, we present our results in the specific context of trans-(CH), . However 
III. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT
The adiabatic continuum limit of the molecularcrystal model has been derived and discussed elsewhere ' ' ' in considerable detail, and thus we shall here only briefly motivate the results. One introduces an adiabatic electron wave function a" ' ', and treats the lattice displacements as c numbers, y"' '. Varying the expectation value of HH in this one-electron state with respect to y"' ' determines the minimal energy displacements to be 
and"
(3.10a} (3.10b} Up=2toQ .
(3.10c)
The continuum equations following from (3.9) are for the single-electron wave function (u",u")
and for the (self-consistent) gap parameter To obtain the explicit form of (3.2) we have effectively added 2 Ja"' ' For simplicity, we focus here on the electron polaron.
The argument can also be made for a hole polaron.
45For the analogous problem in the field-theory context, the weakly bound limit can be achieved by letting N, By the electron-hole symmetry referred to earlier, the other allowed localized transition for the electron polaron, valance band~+co0, equals c3.
